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Tales from the North brings together six contemporary jewellers from Scotland, 
Norway, Finland, Hungary and Holland. Each of the selected artists uses 
unconventional materials such as paper, acrylic and pebbles, in an innovative 
way to create beautiful wearable jewellery. The Scottish Gallery has a 
longstanding relationship with Nel Linssen, Janna Syvänoja and Naomi McIntosh 
and is delighted to welcome new artists Terhi Tolvanen, Millie Behrens and Flóra 
Vági into the fold.

The artists are all highly esteemed within the field of contemporary jewellery and 
between them their work is held in over 50 Public Collections worldwide.

Front Cover: Terhi Tolvanen, Necklace: Coral Cement 3, 2012, opal, wood, silver, 
cement, 20 diameter cms
Left: Flóra Vági, Dark blue Sea Anemone brooch, 2012, book pages, pigment, 
acylic paint, silver, steel, 16 x 11 x 2 cms





MILLIE BEHRENS b 1958

Millie Behrens works from her studio near Oslo, Norway.

"I love to be outdoors, walking in the mountains, woods and along the 
beaches. In the summer, or winter, when it is cool and crisp, nature gives 
me calm and provides me with inspiration. The complexity of nature and its 
geometry inspires my jewellery and I compose each piece with this as my 
starting point." Millie Behrens

Public Collections include: 
The Museum of Decorative Art and Design, Oslo, Norway
The National Museum of Decorative Arts, Trondheim, Norway
The West Norway Museum of Decorative Arts, Bergen, Norway
The Art Museum of Northern Norway, Tromsø, Norway
Schleswig Hollstein Landes Museum, Germany
The Rohsska Museum for Design, Fashion and Decorative Arts, Gothenburg, 
Sweden
The Norwegian Arts Council
Aberdeen Art Gallery & Museum, Aberdeen, Scotland



Millie Behrens, Floating Moon, Brooch, silver, gold, pebbles, 14 x 6 cms







Millie Behrens, Golden Pebble, Brooch, silver, gold pebbles, 11 x 9 cms



Millie Behrens, Connecting Square, Brooch, silver, gold, pebbles, 11 x 7 cms







NEL LINSSEN b 1935

Nel Linssen works from her studio in Nijmegen, Holland.

Training: Academy of fine Arts, Arnhem

Nel Linssen takes an intuitive approach to her bracelets and necklaces made 
from paper; however, it is also an approach based on years of research and 
haptic knowledge. The relationship between wearer and viewer is the essence 
of Linssen's jewellery, its articulation on the body enhancing and highlighting 
its colours and textures. While the wearer is aware of the sensuous nature and 
movement of the jewellery, the viewer is drawn to the constant visual changes 
to the work wrought by the slightest movement of the body.

Public Collections include:
Museum of Modern Art, Arnhem
Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam
National Museums Scotland, Edinburgh
Coda Museum, Apeldoorn, Netherlands
Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, Germany
Musée des Arts Decoratifs, Lausanne, France
Cooper-Hewitt Museum, New York
Museum of Applied Art, Oslo, Norway
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, Canada
The National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
Mint Museum, Charlotte, USA
The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, USA
National Galleries of Australia, Canberra
Victoria & Albert Museum, London



Nel Linssen, Blue paper necklace, 2013, paper, 18.5 diameter x 2 d cms







Nel Linssen, Colour changing necklace, 2013, paper, 18 diameter x 2 d cms



Nel Linssen, Grey paper necklace, 2013, paper, 20 diameter x 2 d cms







NAOMI MCINTOSH b 1985

Naomi Mcintosh works from her studio in Crathie, Aberdeenshire.

Naomi is a designer/maker with architectural background, having studied 
Architecture at the Bartlett School of Architecture University College London, 
before gaining a Masters Degree in Design from Central Saint Martins in London.

“I use objects to reveal the landscape of the body. The structural and precise 
pieces investigate how volumes, patterns, planes and forms that surround 
the surface of the skin are seen. They look organic because of the choice of 
materials used and the combinations of influences, which is an interesting 
contrast because of the technology and processes. I juxtapose architectural 
methodologies and drawing conventions with qualities generated from drawings 
of wood and rock formations and contour maps, as well as the contours of the 
body. The works are ‘Wearable Drawings’ and I use planes and lines to suggest 
forms and capture volumes, transforming 2D surfaces into 3D objects. My process 
involves hand drawings of the body, exploring the surface of the skin, as well as 
3D body scans and casting volumes, capturing movement.” Naomi Mcintosh

Aberdeen Art Gallery and Museum acquired a piece of Naomi's work from The 
Scottish Gallery for their public collection in 2011. 

Naomi has recently completed the Emerging Designer/Maker Residency at Cove 
Park, Helensburgh.



Naomi Mcintosh, Wearable Space neckpiece, 2014, Perspex, 70 l x 6 w cms







Naomi Mcintosh, Boundary Walnut Wood neckpiece, walnut wood and gold vermeil
70 x 6 cms 





JANNA SYVANOJA b 1960

Janna Syvänoja works from her studio in Helsinki, Finland.

“The process of making my recycled paper jewellery pieces, involves a slow, 
“natural” technique. By curving each slice of paper around the steelwire, one 
by one, one after another, it is as if the piece grows into its shape by itself. 
This way the character of wood, paper’s original material, is preserved in the 
piece - as is also the association to the whole organic world, the way it builds 
itself, being in constant change, travelling in time.

Printed paper has also an additional reality, the information it contains. Now, 
one can only see separate words and letters, that have been transformed 
into graphical patterns on the surface of the piece. The previous content 
of the material referred to communication between people - message and 
expression. A piece of jewellery is worn for the same purpose.” 
Janna Syvänoja

Public Collections include:
The City of Helsinki Art Museum, Finland
International Museum of Applied Arts, Turin, Italy
The State Art Council of Sweden
Art Gallery of Western Australia, Perth, Australia
American Craft Museum, New York, USA
Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, Germany
The Danish Museum of Decorative Art, Copenhagen, Denmark
National Museum, Stockholm, Sweden



Janna Syvänoja, Necklace, 2011, recycled paper, steel wire, 16 x 17 x 7 cms







Janna Syvänoja, Necklace, 2010, recycled paper, steel wire, 22 w cms



Janna Syvänoja, Brooch, 2011, black paper, 14 x 5.5 x 5.5 cms







Janna Syvänoja, Necklace, 2010, recycled paper, steel wire, 5 x 11 x 17 cms





TERHI TOLVANEN b 1968

Terhi Tolvanen was born in Helsinki, Finland and studied at Gerrit Rietveld 
Academy, Amsterdam and the Sandberg Institute, Amsterdam.

Her contemporary jewellery is unique; she uses uncoventional materials, 
sculptural forms and fine textures to create these artistic jewels. Her love 
of nature is evident in every piece, from her choice of materials to natural 
earthy colours. Terhi says she is destined to make wearable pieces and it is 
important to her that her jewellery is practical as well as avant garde.

“In my work I visualise the relationship between man and nature. I am 
fascinated especially by human interference in the nature; the traces that 
are left behind by the organising or controlling nature. I am inspired by 
how nature “fights back”; it keeps on growing and changing, showing an 
unpredictable power of life. This dialogue between control and freedom 
has become the general theme for my jewelry.” Terhi Tolvanen

Public Collections include: 
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, Netherlands
European Ceramics Work Center, Netherlands
Schmuckmuseum Pforzheim, Germany
Gintaro Museum, Lithuania
Coda Museum, Apeldoorn, Netherlands.



Terhi Tolvanen, Jumps 2, 2012, Mother of pearl, cherry wood, paint, silver, 9 cms wide







Terhi Tolvanen, Necklace: Coral Cement 3, 2012, opal, wood, silver, cement, 20 cms diameter 





FLORA VAGI b 1978

Flóra Vági studied her craft in Hungary, Mexico and Italy before completing 
an MA at the Royal College of Art, London in 2008. In 2012 she won the 
European Prize for Applied Arts Young Talent World Crafts Council, Mons, 
Belgium.

“My work concentrates on materials and experimenting with their qualities. 
I am driven by my fascination with the unexpected results. I prefer organic 
materials, as they all change with time, just like I change when I begin to 
work with them. I am interested in a sculptural approach to these materials, 
and also in finding unconventional solutions for connections.

Each piece – even the similar ones – look different and are unique because 
every detail is handmade. When these pieces are given a function, they also 
receive a new identity. From that point on, when they change ‘location’, or 
rather, change ‘canvas’, they begin to live their own story.”
Flóra Vági

Public Collections include: 
Coda Museum, Apeldoorn, Netherlands
Grassi Museum, Leipzig, Germany



Flóra Vági, Dark blue Sea Anemone brooch, 2012, book pages, pigment, acylic paint, silver, 
steel, 16 x 11 x 2 cms







Flóra Vági, Big white Sea Anemone brooch, book pages, cold enamel, steel, 10 x 19 x 3 cms



Flóra Vági, Black Sea Anemone necklace, book pages, antique glass beads, cold enamel, 
silver, steel, 15 x 30 cms







Flóra Vági, Pink Gold Sea Anemone brooch, book pages, acrylic paint, steel, 7 x 9 x 1.5 cms




